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At present, pseudosatellite navigation and positioning technology is the only positioning technology compatible with GNSS
navigation signals and applied to indoors. This technology can realize continuous indoor and outdoor positioning services for
mobile terminals and dedicated terminals. At the same time, the indoor application of pseudolite technology also faces some
problems. Aiming at the large-area networking problem of pseudolites in indoor space, this paper uses the existing indoor
array pseudolite technology to propose a technique for constructing a network using the characteristics of pseudolite signals in
indoor space. By making full use of the signal’s multiple access classification characteristics and the signal’s Doppler,
interstation delay, and other characteristics, a multilevel grid segmentation and networking scheme for indoor space based on
pseudolites is realized. This method combines the existing experimental foundation and experience accumulation, has the
feasibility of realizing large-area networking indoors, can solve the problems faced in the current indoor pseudolite networking
process, and provides guarantee for the application of pseudolite networking in indoor environments.

1. Introduction

Indoor space usually refers to all enclosed or semienclosed
facilities and places. At present, with the rapid development
of computer and Internet of Things technology, the demand
for positioning technology is not only limited to outdoor
high-precision navigation and positioning, but also it is
required in fields such as in logistics and transportation,
environmental monitoring, mine personnel positioning,
earthquake and fire rescue personnel, and shopping malls.

There are also many positioning systems for indoor
spaces on the market, but these systems rely on multiple
types of sensors (such as sensors for sound, magnetic field
strength, and temperature) to measure data. And before
the measurement, a large number of wireless sensors must
be deployed in the measurement environment as measure-
ment nodes. Through the close cooperation between these
sensors, the data to be measured is monitored, and the mea-

sured data is transmitted to the data processing center for
calculation. Sensors have evolved from a single way of sens-
ing before to now have two sensing modes that not only
have a fixed position but also a moving position. For a sensor
node with a moving location, if there is only sensor informa-
tion but no location information, then the sensor node has
no meaning. Therefore, the precise positioning of wireless
sensors has become a key technical issue in the development
of Internet of Things technology.

Pseudolite positioning technology can effectively solve
the above-mentioned positioning demand problem. Pseudo-
lite is a low-cost, easy-to-deploy navigation and positioning
platform. When the visibility of some navigation satellites
is reduced and satellite navigation signals are interfered, nav-
igation services can be provided to users in specific areas by
deploying pseudolites when the performance of satellite nav-
igation services is degraded. Pseudolite positioning system
has the following advantages: (1) strong anti-interference
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ability: pseudolites are generally located near the receiver, so
the strength of the navigation signal received by the receiver
is relatively high, so the pseudolites have stronger antijam-
ming capabilities than GNSS satellites; (2) flexible network-
ing: the pseudolite positioning system can select the
location and number of pseudolites in the positioning pro-
cess according to the positioning needs and environment;
and (3) the equipment is simple and the cost is low. Com-
pared with the current GNSS positioning system, the pseudo-
lite equipment is relatively simple and low in cost. Therefore,
studying the technology of pseudolites for indoor spatial
positioning is a feasible and widely applicable technology.

In summary, the pseudolite positioning system is not
only a supplement to the satellite navigation and positioning
system to improve positioning accuracy but also indepen-
dent networking to achieve separate positioning. Pseudolite
positioning technology is one of the effective ways to solve
the existing problems of indoor space positioning. Pseudolite
positioning technology usually encounters positioning accu-
racy, signal multipath, and pseudolite networking when
applied indoors. Here, the research is mainly carried out
from the perspective of indoor networking applications of
pseudolites. Pseudolite indoor networking mainly involves
two aspects of pseudolite network time synchronization
and pseudolite indoor geometric distribution. Time syn-
chronization between pseudolites not only requires high
accuracy, basically at the picosecond level, but also requires
high real-time performance. The size of the precision factor
is directly related to the geometric distribution of the pseu-
dolites and has a certain relationship with the horizontal
positioning accuracy and vertical positioning accuracy of
the pseudolites.

At present, a relatively mature ground-based navigation
system called Locata is developed for Australia’s Locata
company. The system is constructed by independent net-
working of synchronization signal transceivers (LocataLites).
After LocataLites are arranged in fixed coordinates, between
different LocataLites Receive and send internal time syn-
chronization signals to each other, complete LocataNet
autonomous networking, and achieve nanosecond time syn-
chronization within the network through TimeLoc technol-
ogy. The Southwest Jiaotong University and National
University of Defense Technology both use the Locata sys-
tem to complete the network research of pseudolites.

The team of Liu et al. [1] and Xue and Wang [2] of the
Hunan University used the visual domain analysis technol-
ogy to determine the signal coverage of the system from
the perspective of pseudolite system deployment and used
a multimatrix multiplication-weighted level precision factor
calculation method to measure the geometric layout of the
base station. The NSGA-II algorithm is used to solve the
nondominated optimal solution set of the two optimization
goals. The Xi’an University of Science and Technology and
Wuhan University of Technology analyzed the layout of
pseudolites from the perspective of the influence of different
satellite array networks on the precision factor. Meng [3] of
the People’s Liberation Army Information Engineering Uni-
versity conducted research on the network configuration of
pseudolites, analyzed the line-of-sight range and DOP char-

acteristics of air and ground pseudolites, based on the DOP
characteristics, and gave a network scheme for different
numbers of pseudolites. Since 2005, the Northwestern Poly-
technical University [4] has done some preliminary research
on the combined positioning of pseudolites and Beidou. Its
research mainly lies in the layout of pseudolites and Beidou.
The literature applied Lagrangian method and verified some
theories of pseudolite layout through simulation analysis. He
[5] of the University of Electronic Science and Technology
of China conducted research on key technologies of pseudo-
satellite navigation based on adjacent space networking
nodes. The geometric layout of the pseudolite constellation
is studied, the influence of the geometric precision factor
GDOP on the positioning error is analyzed, and the relation-
ship between the altitude and azimuth angle changes of the
pseudolite and the GDOP is obtained through simulation.
The team [6] of Zeng et al. of the Institute of Optoelectronics
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences proposed a route plan-
ning algorithm for the network deployment of space-based
pseudolites from the initial position to the target position
in order to solve the problem of space-based pseudolites
based on adjacent space airships.

The multimode pseudolite self-organizing network time
synchronization system researched by Jia [7] of the Xidian
University realizes the satellite-ground time synchroniza-
tion. The time synchronization accuracy of the Beidou nav-
igation system is better than 38ns, and the time
synchronization accuracy of the GPS navigation system is
better than 32ns. The time synchronization accuracy
between pseudolites is better than 0.2 ns, and the system
has a self-organizing network function, which supports the
implementation of pseudolite self-organizing network engi-
neering and has good engineering application value. Based
on the indoor positioning signal networking theory, Xiao
and Fujii et al.’s team [8, 9] from the Beijing University of
Posts and Telecommunications analyzed and compared sev-
eral indoor supplementary system networking methods,
studied the ultrawideband hierarchical networking model,
proposed an ultrawide hierarchical networking plan for the
indoor supplementary system, solved the problem of indoor
positioning signal networking restricted by indoor building
space, and analyzed and studied the method of planet-
ground time synchronization in traditional satellite naviga-
tion systems. Aiming at the short distance of indoor posi-
tioning synchronization nodes and high synchronization
accuracy requirements, a two-way signal-based UWB was
used. Comparing the time synchronization technology and
applying this technology to the TC-OFDM indoor position-
ing signal time synchronization process and error analysis,
the experimental results show that the synchronization accu-
racy can reach 2 ns. Lee et al. [10] and Gu et al. [11] analyzed
the clock synchronization of pseudolites from the perspec-
tive of clock sources; Wang et al., Ma et al., Wang et al.,
and Xue et al.’s team [12–15] studied the issue of pseudolite
timing from the perspective of combining with GNSS.

The existing research on pseudolite networking technol-
ogy is oriented to outdoor environments. On the one hand,
this type of research considers how to improve the DOP
value. On the other hand, due to the open outdoor
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environment, multiple time synchronization methods can be
given; on the other hand, researchers in this environment are
more concerned about how to achieve accurate time syn-
chronization of indoor pseudolite networks. Although the
corresponding synchronization methods have been given
above, there are still some problems in realizing the strict
time synchronization of pseudolite networks when faced
with a complex gridded nonline-of-sight indoor environ-
ment. The current pseudolite indoor networking technology
is affected by factors such as the number of ranging codes and
spatial networking synchronization, and the general net-
working space is limited. A truly generalizable application
network model should have a new network architecture with
flexibility, scalability, and low-cost and efficient networking
to achieve the comprehensive goal of taking into account
positioning accuracy, seamless coverage, and low cost.

Therefore, the development of regional networking tech-
nology for pseudolites with multiple signal characteristics is
a key technology and research focus here. In response to this
problem, the main work of this article is as follows: in the
second section, we introduce the existing pseudolite technol-
ogy foundation, the concept of pseudolite feature informa-
tion, and the indoor space division standard involved in
this article. In the third section, we introduce the application
of each feature information in the networking; in the fourth
section, we give the analysis steps of the indoor network
optimization station layout from the perspective of geomet-
ric distribution; in the fifth section, we use the pseudolite
networking method and the standard of space division giv-
ing the networking scheme in each scenario. Finally, on the
basis of the existing results, we summarize the technical
advantages of the current method and give the follow-up
research directions.

2. System Overview

2.1. Introduction of Pseudolites. In the previous research pro-
cess, the principle of pseudolite [16–25] has been briefly
introduced. The pseudolite generates a local intermediate
frequency signal under the control of the same clock.
Because the signal has the same time-frequency characteris-
tics and hardware delay characteristics, when the base sta-
tion broadcasting multiple pseudolite signals at the same
time, the time before each pseudolite signal is strictly the
same, and the time-frequency characteristics are also strictly
the same. On this basis, we found that in a limited area, the
local location network composed of multiple signals from a
single base station is strictly time synchronized; the working
principle is shown in Figure 1. At the same time, according
to the precision factor, by adjusting the position of the mul-
tichannel signal transmitting antenna, the optimal DOP dis-
tribution in the limited area is completed.

2.2. Introduction of Characteristic Information

2.2.1. Signal Multiple Access Characteristics

(1) Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). TDMA divides
time into periodic frames, and each frame is divided into
several time slots to send signals to users. Under the condi-

tion of meeting the timing and synchronization, the user
can receive the signal of each base station in each time slot
without mixing. When using pseudolite signals for position-
ing, we usually use TDMA to solve the problem of near-far
effects of signals.

The pseudolite pulse pattern mainly refers to a pulse
method recommended by the RTCM SC-104 committee.
This method uses some reserved codes in the GPS C/A code
group to design the pulse scheme. This design can ensure
that the receiver hardware receive satellite and pseudolite
signals at the same time with minimal changes. In the
scheme, each pulse lasts for 1/11ms; that is, 93 chips are sent
per pulse, and one pulse is sent every millisecond. But every
time the tenth pulse is reached, the tenth and eleventh pulses
will be sent at the same time to ensure that the average duty
cycle of the pulse is 10%. Between each cycle, the pulse posi-
tion changes over 11 possible time slots, while the 11 pulse
positions also change between each data bit. In this way,
all possible pulse positions complete a cycle within 200ms,
so as to eliminate the influence of overlap as much as possi-
ble. In the follow-up research, it is found that the random
time slot allocation is more conducive to the reception of
the receiver terminal. Here, in combination with practical
applications, the design will be based on a maximum of 10
time slots and a minimum of 6 time slots.

(2) Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). The CDMA sys-
tem is a communication system based on code division tech-
nology and multiple access technology. The system assigns a
specific address code to each user. The address codes are
quasiorthogonal to each other, so that they can overlap in
time, space, and frequency; the information data that needs
to be transmitted with a certain signal bandwidth is modu-
lated with a pseudorandom code with a bandwidth much
greater than the signal bandwidth, so that the bandwidth
of the original data signal is expanded, and the receiving
end performs a reverse process and despreads, which
enhances the ability of anti-interference. Our general GPS,
Galileo, and Beidou navigation signals use CDMA character-
istics to realize the recognition function of different satellites
under the same frequency.

(3) Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA). FDMA dis-
tinguishes the channels of different users with different fre-
quencies, that is, uses different carrier frequencies, selects
signals through filters, and suppresses useless interference,
and each channel can be used simultaneously in time. Based
on this, the GLONASS system realizes the identification of
different satellites.

2.2.2. Time Delay Characteristics of Pseudolite Network. In
the traditional time synchronization networking process,
more consideration is how to achieve precise synchroniza-
tion between various base stations. The smaller the delay,
the better. However, our pseudolite base station is a homog-
enous multisignal transmission. Before the signal in the
same area, it has strict time synchronization and time-
frequency characteristics. When the base station and the
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base station are networked, there will definitely be a certain
delay difference. Here, if we want to achieve strict synchroni-
zation between base stations, the problems exposed by the
time synchronization part in the previous networking tech-
nology research will still exist. Here, we consider backward
thinking. Since synchronization is difficult to achieve, we
can regard the delay difference as a characteristic of the sig-
nal and distinguish the areas covered by different base sta-
tions through the delay difference, so that we can not only
solve the synchronization problem but also increase the
available features for indoor positioning.

2.2.3. Doppler Characteristics of the Signal. Pseudolite signals
are exactly analog satellite signals. In the process of receiving
pseudolite signals by the receiver, due to the clock difference
and clock drift, the receiver will have a certain value of
Doppler drift even in the case of static positioning. Espe-
cially in the process of Doppler velocity measurement, this
value directly affects the estimation process of receiver veloc-
ity. Therefore, in the process of pseudolite positioning, we
are more concerned about how to eliminate the effects of
clock offset and clock drift. But in the test, it is found that
the characteristics of different receivers are different, and
the different pseudolite base stations are also different.
Therefore, the elimination of this value is generally elimi-
nated by means of single difference between channels. It is
believed here that if in the process of networking, the time-
frequency consistency between pseudolite stations can be
solved through time-frequency networking; then if we intro-
duce a fixed Doppler frequency shift feature in the signal
layer, then the feature value can be considered either it is

known and can be eliminated. It can also be used as a typical
feature information for area recognition.

2.2.4. Signal Spatial Characteristics. The most typical feature
of indoor space is the complex environment. The existing
indoor space division is generally divided into large-scale
space, medium-scale space, and small-scale space, but there
is no specific quantification of what indoor space environ-
ment each definition corresponds to. Under normal circum-
stances, we regard bedroom space and office space as small-
scale space and Olympic venues, stadiums, and other spaces
as large-scale space, and there is a space similar to a corridor
scene. In the next section, we will combine the actual mea-
surement experience to give a quantitative standard for
dividing the indoor space of pseudolite. However, because
the positioning in the indoor environment is usually based
on the positioning in the signal line-of-sight environment,
we can use the directional characteristics of the transmitting
antenna and the physical division characteristics of the space
and at the same time use the pseudolite signal to realize the
indoor segmentation.

2.3. Types of Indoor Scenes. This section combines the expe-
rience of application demonstrations in shopping malls, air-
ports, and Olympic venues and subdivides traditional large-
scale and small-scale spaces into three types: multizone
space, room-type space, and corridor-type space. At the
same time, the standard of quantification of the three types
of space is given. The details are shown in Table 1. Of course,
due to the complexity and diversity of indoor space, it is dif-
ficult to avoid involving some areas close to the boundary
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Figure 1: Signal transmission base station working principle.
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value. Here, we can refer to the following table and choose
flexibly according to the indoor positioning service require-
ments of pseudolite, which will not be discussed in detail here.

3. Application of Characteristic
Information in Networking

In the above section, we introduced the existing indoor
pseudolite local area networking principles in detail. This
method has obvious advantages in the indoor single-area
networking process, that is, strict synchronization of signals
can be achieved in a single area. But at the same time, there
is also a problem in the later application and promotion,
that is, how to realize the multiregional networking of
indoor pseudolite when facing the application of indoor
large-area pseudolite positioning. Obviously, there is an
upper limit on the number of multichannel signals that a
single base station can output, and in the indoor environ-
ment laying process, it is impossible to complete the laying
of the entire indoor large area with N cables. The most
direct reason is that there are many problems with the
entire network. On the other hand, we need to take into
account the link loss of the signal and the hardware isola-
tion of the channel signal at the same time. The general sat-
ellite number of the navigation signal is limited, and the
single signal may have errors when used in multiple areas.
Other issues were also identified.

Therefore, we will make full use of the existing founda-
tions in Section 2.1 and the signal characteristics of Section
2.2, combined with the characteristics of TDMA, CDMA,
FDMA, and space division, to propose a new large-area net-
working scheme suitable for indoor spaces. For the conve-
nience of introduction, the application of single feature in
networking will be introduced in the following subsections.
In the later large-area networking, users can combine freely
in combination with actual scenes to achieve the grid of
the smallest unit of the indoor environment. Among them,
TDMA, CDMA, and FDMA technologies are not affected
by regions during the indoor networking of pseudolites,
but the rules in the following subsections must be followed.
During the application of interstation delay and Doppler
characteristics, its application is limited to interstation.

3.1. Application of TDMA in Networking. When indoor
space needs to consider the problem of near and far effects
between signals, TDMA can solve this problem well, but
the allocation of pulse time slots is usually limited. There-
fore, in a large area network, there are multiple signals that
are transmitted in the same time slot. Inevitably, in order
to reduce signal interference as much as possible, we usually
follow certain principles. The time slots of the same base sta-
tion in the same area of the ad hoc network are different.
Multiarea networking of different base stations ensures that
the distance between different signals in the same time slot
is as far as possible. The application of TDMA in pseudolite
networking is shown in Figure 2.

3.2. Application of CDMA in Networking. CDMA technology
has been introduced in the previous section, and it is applied
to the identification of GNSS satellites in an outdoor envi-
ronment. However, in an indoor environment, due to the
limitations of indoor space, if all pseudolite signals are
broadcast in a unified area, multiple access interference will
be very obvious. According to actual test experience, it is
generally better to broadcast 6-8 pseudolite signals in the
same area. Therefore, using existing satellite numbers, pseu-
dolites can complete 4-5 groups of indoor space segmenta-
tion. Of course, if it is in small-scale space and corridor
space, through the division of directional antennas and
physical space, more indoor spaces can be achieved. At the
same time, it can realize the segmentation, identification
and positioning of more indoor spaces. The application of
CDMA in pseudolite networking is shown in Figure 3.

3.3. Application of FDMA in Networking. FDMA technology
can realize the identification of different satellite numbers.
Here, in the application of pseudolite indoor positioning
technology, FDMA technology achieves better compatibility
with GNSS system, so as to realize the universal application
of commercial receiving terminals in indoor and outdoor
environments. The frequency division here, to be precise,
uses the multifrequency characteristics of the GNSS system
and realizes the purpose of pseudolite indoor positioning
by using multifrequency navigation signals. Multifrequency
signals are relatively flexible in indoor applications. They
can be broadcast in the same area to increase the number

Table 1: Quantitative segmentation of indoor space scenes.

Name Partition conditions Application scenarios

Multizone space
Vertical height > 5m
Horizontal space area ≥ 100m2, length and width are ≥10m

Mainly include application scenarios of large-scale
physical spaces such as Olympic stadiums, airports,

and railway stations.

Room space

(1) Horizontal space area ≤ 25m2, length and width are ≥5m
(2) Vertical height ≤ 5m; the spatial scale is a combined
space of multiple smallest room-type spaces
(3) The area near concrete, metal, and other reflective walls
of 2-3 meters in a multizone space

Room-type spaces mainly include application scenarios
with small physical space such as elevators,

offices, and toilets.

Corridor space The ratio of horizontal space length to width ≥ 5
Corridor space mainly includes typical application

scenarios such as roadways, pipe corridors,
and tunnels.
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of visible pseudolites in the same area and improve position-
ing accuracy; they can also be broadcasted in different areas
to recognize different indoor spaces.

3.4. Application of Interstation in Networking. The applica-
tion of the interstation delay characteristic is mainly the
application of the definition characteristic of the redundancy
of the receiver’s original observable variables. Normally, the
variable type defined by the receiver is signed integer data,
but the original observation data output by the commercial
receiver is 70ms. For the distance between the left and right
speed of light, the delay between the base station and the

base station is within a certain range, and the original observa-
tion output of the receiver is guaranteed to be between ±2^31;
we can use the data for positioning calculation without calcu-
lating the delay. This feature is mainly used between different
base stations with the same pseudolite signal characteristics.
As shown in Figure 4, we can use this feature to realize the
application of pseudolite base stations with the same signal
feature in different floor spaces and the application of rela-
tively independent spaces on the same floor.

3.5. Application of Doppler in Networking. The application of
Doppler characteristics of pseudolite signals should fully
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Figure 2: Application of TDMA in pseudolite network.
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consider the dynamic receiving characteristics of the
receiver. It is assumed here that the Doppler value intro-
duced by the maximum speed of the indoor environment
is dop, the dop step value between the base stations is Δd,
assume that the dynamic characteristic introduced accord-
ing to the clock difference of the receiver is dm, and the char-
acteristic value N between the regions can be introduced
according to the Doppler characteristic.

N = dop − dm
Δd

: ð1Þ

The application of this feature is similar to Section 3.3,
and it mainly solves the spatial multiplexing problem of
pseudolite base stations with the same signal feature. By dis-
tinguishing these features, a more refined spatial segmenta-
tion of the interior can be achieved.

4. Optimized Deployment of Base
Station Networking

The previous section mainly used signal characteristics to
provide a more flexible way for indoor pseudolite network-
ing, which fundamentally solved the problem of indoor
space grid segmentation and time synchronization.

This section will further introduce a genetic algorithm-
based indoor space networking optimization scheme from
the perspective of geometric distribution. Genetic algorithm
is a global optimization adaptive probability search algo-
rithm. It uses a group search technology to impose a series
of operations such as selection, crossover, and mutation on
the current group to produce a new generation of groups
and gradually evolve the group to contain or approach the
most state of excellent solutions. Especially for the optimiza-
tion of large-scale, highly nonlinear systems, and objective

functions without analytic expressions, genetic algorithms
show more unique and superior performance than other
traditional optimization algorithms. Specific steps are shown
in Figure 5.

Step 1. Import indoor 3D spatial map information (DEM
data).

Step 2. For spatial grid segmentation, the entire test site
space is divided into n areas, each area is further divided into
a number of spatial grids, and each grid represents a possible
position of the pseudolite base station in the area; then, each
base station is searched in these grids s position. Since there
are n objects to be optimized, the location of each base sta-
tion needs to be described by 3 parameters. Therefore, the
optimization involves a total of 3 ∗ n parameters, and the
search space is quite large.

Step 3. Take the position of n pseudolite base stations as the
optimization object, and take the geometric performance
HDOP of the base station as the optimization target. The
basic principles of the optimization design of station deploy-
ment based on genetic algorithm are as follows: (1) select a
randomly distributed sample group and calculate separately.
They calculate the fitness of each group based on the HDOP
value of the target in the coverage area and then calculate the
fitness of each group through appropriate weighted combina-
tion of these performance parameters. (2) Iterative search is
performed; that is, a new population is generated through
genetic operations such as selection, crossover, and mutation.
Repeat calculation of its fitness. (3) Get samples that meet the
index and search iteration to the preset maximum termina-
tion algebra, then it is determined that the optimal or approx-
imately optimal solution is obtained, and the iteration is
terminated. The specific process is shown in Figure 6.

PseudolitePseudolite

Pseudolite

Pseudolite PseudolitePseudolite

Underground 

Floor 1

Floor 2 

Figure 4: Application of time delay characteristics in interstation networking.
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4.1. Encoding. Assume that the deployment site size of the
pseudolite base station positioning network is SS, and the
number of base stations is taken as 6. The test site is divided
into 6 areas, each subarea is SubSS, and each area is divided
into three-dimensional space grids. Taking the center of the
site as the origin of the coordinates, the grid points repre-
sented by the three-dimensional coordinates mi, ni, and li
are generated in the 6 areas as the site of the station in
the area, and the site is connected in sequence to form
the corresponding gene of the site. Different combinations
of grid points in all different regions constitute the entire
search space.

4.2. Generation of the Initial Population. In the 6 three-
dimensional grid areas, 6 points are randomly selected as
the base station deployment positions, the 6 base station
positions constitute a sample, and the combination of multi-
ple samples constitutes a sample group.

4.3. Fitness Assessment. Taking into account the line-of-sight
of the base station, calculate the HDOP value in the coverage
area. Combine the HDOP of 12 fixed target points to give
the fitness index of the base station deployment.

According to the six observation equations, through the
expansion of the first-order Taylor formula, the coefficient
matrix A can be given as

A =

h00 h01 h02 1
h10 h11 h12 1
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

h50 h51 h52 1

2
666664

3
777775
: ð2Þ

Here, A matrix represents the horizon coordinate sys-
tem; the equation coefficient matrix N is

N = ATA
� �−1

: ð3Þ

The horizontal precision factor HDOP calculation for-
mula is

HDOP =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N00 +N11

p
: ð4Þ

In combination with the threshold design requirements
of HDOP, the fitness F is expressed as a decreasing function
of HDOP within this range.

Indoor 3D map (DEM data)

Data gridding

Calculate DOP value,
calculate positioning

accuracy

Start

Initialize the sample
population Output networking scheme

Positioning blind zone,
positioning accuracy drop

zone

Supplementary base
station

Determine the laying point
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Figure 5: Base station networking optimization process.
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Figure 6: The principle of base station networking based on genetic
algorithm.
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4.4. Choose. The selection operation is based on the evalua-
tion of the individual’s fitness.

The most commonly used proportional selection
method (proportional model) is used as the selection opera-
tor. It is a playback-style random sampling method. The
basic idea is that the probability of each individual being
selected is proportional to its fitness.

Suppose the size of the population isM and the fitness of
individual i is Fi; then, the probability of this individual
being selected is

Pi =
Fi

∑M
i=1F1

: ð5Þ

4.5. Cross. Before the crossover operation, the individuals in
the group must be paired. At present, the most commonly
used pairing strategy is random pairing; that is, M individ-
uals in the group are formed into a M/2 paired individual
group in a random manner, and the crossover operation is
performed between two pairs of these paired individual
groups. The design consideration of the crossover operator
includes two aspects: determining the position of the cross-
over point and performing partial gene exchange.

The most basic single-point crossover method is used as
the crossover operator. The method is as follows: for each
pair of individual groups, randomly set the position after a
certain locus as the crossover point, and then according to
the preset crossover probability Pc (generally taking the
value between 0.4 and 0.99), the genes of two individuals
are exchanged at the intersection point, resulting in two
new individuals.

4.6. Variation. The design considerations of mutation oper-
ators also include two aspects: determining the location of
mutation points and performing gene value replacement.
The basic mutation (simple mutation) operator is the sim-
plest and most basic mutation operation operator. Its basic
process is as follows: for each locus in the individual, accord-

ing to the predetermined mutation probability Pm (generally
the value is 0.0001~0.1), designate it as a mutation point; for
each designated mutation point, invert its gene value to gen-
erate a new individual.

5. Typical Application Scenarios and
Positioning Networking Solutions

5.1. Types of Indoor Scenes. Combining the above three typ-
ical scenarios and environmental applicability, the posi-
tioning networking solutions in the three scenarios are
given here.

5.1.1. Networking Solution for Room Space Proximity
Positioning. This positioning method is suitable for places
with low positioning accuracy, such as the recognition of
the parking lot partition area and the recognition of the mer-
chandise sales area of the shopping malls. When the user
receives a pseudolite signal, the user can know his approxi-
mate location and inform the user of the destination. The
relative direction to the current location guides the user in
the next path decision-making. The details are shown in
Figure 7.

5.1.2. Networking Solution for Corridor Space Proximity
Positioning. This positioning method mainly solves the user
positioning problem in a corridor environment. Since the left
and right are restricted by the space environment, the posi-
tioning in this environment is actually a one-dimensional
positioning in the radial direction. When the user receives a
pseudolite signal, the mobile phone determines the current
location of the area according to the position information
and signal strength changes broadcast by the data control
center. At the same time, combined with the assistance of
the mobile phone’s MEMS sensor, it can realize continuous
positioning in a narrow and long environment. The details
are shown in Figure 8.

Pseudolite Pseudolite Pseudolite
Pseudolite network in room space

Proximity recognition location domain

Figure 7: Networking solution for room space proximity positioning.
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5.1.3. Networking Solution for Multizone Space Positioning.
This method mainly solves the problem of high-precision
accuracy in the indoor environment of public terminals
and dedicated terminals. There are two main methods: one
is refined regional positioning based on the raw data of
instantaneous pseudolite signals. This method first deter-
mines the current location area through signal recognition
and then uses the instantaneous raw data at the output ter-
minal, including information such as carrier-to-noise ratio,
pseudorange, carrier phase, and Doppler, to determine the
user’s directional position in the current area to achieve
indoor positioning of 1-3 meters; one is based on continuous
stability. The carrier phase-differential positioning of the raw
data of pseudolites is mainly based on the phase ranging
algorithm to achieve submeter positioning in the indoor
environment. Its networking mode is shown in the figure
below. The networking method is as follows. For the con-
ventional multizone space, we choose the array positioning
method, as shown on the left side of Figure 9; for the super

large indoor multizone space, we adopt the cellular pseudo-
lite array networking method to achieve regional location
services, as shown on the right side of Figure 9.

5.2. Precautions for Pseudolite Networking

(1) The maximum delay difference of the network
between pseudolite base stations meets the redun-
dancy of the original data output variables of the
receiving terminal

(2) Customize a dedicated directional antenna according
to the space environment to reduce indoor signal
multipath and multiple access interference

(3) The layout of the pseudolite base station should fol-
low the principle of the highest vertical dimension in
a single area and the most open position in the hor-
izontal dimension

User terminal

Corridor space

Transmit antenna Transmit antenna

Pseudolites

Figure 8: Networking solution for corridor space positioning.

Transition zone

Transition zone

Positioning zone

Positioning zone

Pseudolite array

Pseudolite 

Positioning zone

Pseudolite
cellular network

Array 1 Array 2 Array 3

Figure 9: Networking solution for multizone space positioning.
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(4) The high-precision continuous positioning area
meets the core area 2-3 meters away from the con-
crete and metal walls

5.3. Coverage for Pseudolite Networking. The coverage of
pseudolite network includes three types: (1) single pseudolite
signal coverage for room-type space, (2) double satellite cov-
erage for corridor-type space, and (3) array pseudolite cover-
age for multizone space. The coverage characteristics of the
three types of pseudolite networks are shown in Table 2.

6. Conclusions

In view of the current indoor pseudolite networking applica-
tion problem, there is currently no feasible solution. Based
on the existing array pseudolite base station technology
and combining the existing signal characteristics of the
pseudolite, this paper proposes a multifeatured pseudolite
indoor space networking and positioning technology. This
technology has the following advantages: (1) solve the tradi-
tional indoor networking time synchronization problem,
convert the past how to correct the time delay error into
how to use the time delay error, and solve the complicated
indoor calibration work and delay error problems. (2) Solve
the problem based on pseudolite. Compared with the indoor
proximity positioning of the Japanese IMES system, the spa-
tial segmentation of signal features provides richer signal
features. The space can be more refined segmentation,
thereby further improving the accuracy of indoor proximity
positioning. (3) It provides a richer networking solution for
the indoor applications of pseudolite, which meets the appli-
cation requirements of different scale spaces and at the same
time solves the application requirements of terminals with
different positioning levels and different positioning capabil-
ities. In the follow-up work, we apply rich signal character-
istics to indoor networking in typical demonstration
scenarios, explore more flexible, lower cost, and more con-
venient networking methods, and provide technology and
experience for the further market application of pseudolite
accumulation.
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